
Newly remodelled villa perched above 
the,
84800, Vaucluse, Provence-Alpes-Côte D'azur

€575,000
Ref: V2507

* Under offer * 2 Beds * 2 Baths * 86m2

Conveniently located at the entrance of the Luberon, this stylish contemporary villa has benefited from a tasteful and complete 
remodel that has fully exploited the property's potential and capitalized on its fantastic views. This south-facing building enjoys a 
fabulous open-concept living space, that incorporates an American kitchen open on to the spacious sitting / dining room. A large pocket 
door lines the front, opening entirely out onto the terrace to create a seamless indoor-outdoor living space. A retractable awning 
provides much-needed shade for both the terrace and the living room. Raised above the houses below, the south-facing (main) terrace 
provides unobstructed views of Fontaine-de-Vaucluse, the Chateau and the mountains beyond. Outdoor lighting, the Jacuzzi and 
relaxed seating ensure this space is as welcoming night as it is day. There is a barbecue, dining area, and tool shed to the west of the 
house. The generous plot of land extends up above the house to the rear. T

Swimming Pool Terrace
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Property Description

Conveniently located at the entrance of the Luberon, this stylish contemporary villa has benefited from a tasteful 
and complete remodel that has fully exploited the property's potential and capitalized on its fantastic views. This 
south-facing building enjoys a fabulous open-concept living space, that incorporates an American kitchen open on 
to the spacious sitting / dining room. A large pocket door lines the front, opening entirely out onto the terrace to 
create a seamless indoor-outdoor living space. A retractable awning provides much-needed shade for both the 
terrace and the living room. Raised above the houses below, the south-facing (main) terrace provides unobstructed 
views of Fontaine-de-Vaucluse, the Chateau and the mountains beyond. Outdoor lighting, the Jacuzzi and relaxed 
seating ensure this space is as welcoming night as it is day. There is a barbecue, dining area, and tool shed to the 
west of the house. The generous plot of land extends up above the house to the rear. The master suite 
incorporates a double bedroom with space for a home office, chic modern shower room and dressing room. A 
second suite is composed of a double bedroom and a bathroom - positioned to grant views onto the Chateau from 
the bathtub. The complete contemporary remodel included all-new windows throughout, anti-intrusion double-
glazing, new kitchen, air-conditioning units, travertine flooring, and a 2.4 x 2.4 Jacuzzi. The property also boasts a 
secure 1-car garage and two additional private parking spaces out front. An extension could be created if desired 
and the land above the house could accommodate a swimming pool or an outbuilding, adding an attractive 
potential to an already fabulous village property.
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